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As girls enter their tween and teen years, itâ€™s especially important for them to have an open and

growing relationship with their father. Unfortunately, this is often the time when parental

relationships are strained. The One Year Father-Daughter Devotions can foster communication and

understanding; and itâ€™s a wonderful way for a father to bond with his daughter during a crucial

point in her life. Each of the 365 devotions begins with an introductory story, then daddy-daughter

time provides discussion questions, activities, or other practical applications of the daily lesson. A

â€œWhatâ€™s the Wordâ€• section gives a related Bible verse to help bring Godâ€™s Word alive as

father and daughter apply the Scripture to their lives. Written by three fathers, the devotions have a

tone that is conversational and relatable: the authors use everything from flavored potato chips to

the Etch-A-Sketch game to share truths about Godâ€™s Word and to help fathers and daughters

relate to each other.
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This reviewer has been a dad for 12 years now and yet I have consistently struggled in finding the



right time, place and devotional content for my daughters (ages: 12, 9). This is the primary reason

why I took the opportunity to review, The One Year Father -Daughter Devotions.The GoodEach day

begins with a title and 2-3 paragraphs of interesting facts and/or appealing anecdotes, which relates

to the verse of the day. The author's uses of entertaining and original facts are vital to grabbing the

daily interest of the female progeny. Surprisingly, the authors never reveal the intended ages of their

audience, but I would assert daughters from the ages of 6-12 would find it relevant.Another element

is the use of creative, hands-on ideas in the section called Daddy-Daughter Time. This part of the

devotional is normally used for applicational questions, but frequently the authors used it to conduct

science experiments (April 29th), culinary moments (Feb. 27th) or encourage a movie night (March

29th). Their fresh approach to application is helpful, especially for dads like me who lack a creative

gene.Finally, this book provides two appendixes in the final pages of the devotional. In appendix #1,

the authors do a sufficient job offering movie suggestions and also correlating discussion questions

that can infuse a spiritual element in a mundane activity. Appendix #2 offers not only innovative

ideas for "daddy-daughter" dates, but gives 14 reasons why fathers should make "dating" their

daughters a priority.The BadThere is no doubt the authors build their devotional foundation on a

daily verse or verses, but I was confused why the verse itself was located at the bottom of the page

under the title What's the Word?
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